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Imagine math answers combining like terms

This story appears in the July 1999 issue of the entrepreneur. The clash was horrific. In high school, math was easy for me - I could just sit for an hour and look aimlessly while an instructor scrawled his enigmatic chalk symbols. But when my lack of training met with my first college math exam, the twisted metal of my mind created a big
fat F.A tutor changed my world. The driving force behind Cumon's math and reading centers is the idea that every student should have that opportunity. The centers are designed to help students of all ages understand what is seemingly incomprehensible. According to my observations, the Kumon system, which originated in Japan, is a
series of tests structured to create gradual success, so that every student feels to achieve. These masters of mathematics and reading have created a learning structure based on constant repetition and measured growth. Students set their own pace, review their past work and then check again. Becoming a franchisee is an interesting
process. It starts quite normally with the end of the application. The candidates then sign the training agreement and spend a busy seven days in the regional training center. Interns take knowledge tests and are assigned homework. If you don't pass the exams, you'll see Cumonn teaching methods up close and personal while you're
doing. Homework takes many hours and is so intense, even your kids will feel sorry for you. Your research will also be about creating a business plan. If your site is approved, you will pay just $800 for the rights to open the Kumon Center, plus $200 for the training kit. Over the next 12 months or so, you will be immersed in your Temporary
Training License Period (TLP). In addition to continuing tests, you will have to pass business benchmarks and attend training meetings. You will also have to pay a higher royalty fee of $31.50 per student per month during TLP. To pass this stage, you must have 30 full math students and 20 full-time reading students at the end of the first
year of your business. I think Coomon is more concerned with educating children than making money. It does not offer protected areas and reserves the right to host both franchises and company-owned centres wherever it wishes. Also, you can't work in more than two places. While teaching America's youth is a commendable enough
goal, let's make some math for the more hedonistic among us. The recommended tuition for a full-time student is about $75 per month plus a one-time registration fee of $30. Assuming you have 50 students for your twelfth month of work - enough to pass your TLP - your gross earnings for the month $3,750, excluding registration fees.
The franchisee I interviewed had 165 students, totaling $12,375 a month. Once you pass the TLP, you will be required to pay the franchisor $28 per student student Month. That leaves a gross profit of $2,350 with 50 students - $7,755 with 165 students. Subtract rent for about 1,000 square feet of space; Marketing costs and wages for
local students who work for you after school. The result? Kumon can provide you with income potentially better than the teachers you earn will supplement. The franchisor faithfully assists in your growth and will even help franchisees with rentals for up to 12 months during the first 36 months of operation. Kumon - the top-ranked various
franchise training systems and No.23 overall in Entreprenuer's 1999 Franchise 500® - are low-cost features that have been refined for more than 40 years in the business. The franchisor offers marketing and financial support, and boasted 2,617 franchise locations in North America as of March 1999.Todd Maddocks is a franchise lawyer
and small business consultant. You can contact him at TMaddocks@aol.comContact SourceKumon Mathematics and Reading Centers, (800) ABC-MATH Durwin Sharp, 53, the main catalyst of the idea for the Houston-based Virtual Thinking Expedition Co., where he helps guide innovative boot camps. The pace of economic change is
forcing and enabling people to innovate faster than ever before. And as more people are wrapped up to think, more organizations are giving workers a license to muck around with ideas. Smart companies understand that they need to give up a lot of control so they can uncover and support serious innovation. But unbridled creativity is not
a complete business decision. Control, structure and results still matter, even if you're only as good as your last idea. So what? Change agents are redefining the balance between everyday management and creativity. How do you demonstrate the value of innovation? Translating out-there ideas into something that even skeptics can
understand: results. The key is to stretch people's comfort level in a way that teases their minds enough to push them to think in a new space. Futurology Decoder Key Creativity is still messy. But companies that allow their white blood cells to eradicate creative inefficiency will not last. Successful organizations will be the ones that set
aside resources to explore crazy questions: What idea would you be fired for? What idea would lead to your boss being fired? What idea seems impossible, but if it is implemented, will revolutionize your business? Because if they don't do it, their competitors will. Contact Durwin Sharp by email idea-catalyst@swbell.net or visit the
www.thinking-expedition.com. Mathematical terms that begin with the letter J include Jacobian, Jordan Curve, canonical form, and Julia set. All these terms come from higher mathematics and are named after someone whose last name started with J. There are many mathematical terms that with J, and most of them are named after
famous mathematicians. One exception is the jump gap, which occurs when someone drawing a schedule function on a piece of paper must pick up a pencil to accommodate a sudden change of function. Another example is Jacobian, which is entered into multivariate calculus and refers to a calculation that helps determine the shape of
the function graph of two variables. Jordan's curve is simple, a closed curve drawn into the plane. The circle is an example of Jordan's curve. Jordan curves to divide the plane into two regions, one inside the curve and one outside the curve. The Jordanian curve should not be confused with the Jordanian canonical form, which is a special
way of writing the matrix in linear algebra. Another mathematical term is Julia Set, which describes a set of dots in a complex plane that do not diverge indefinitely when iteration of a particular complex polynomy. Julia's sets are studied in fractal geometry, and their colorful and complex images are well known even to many non-
mathematicians. The term natural growth refers to population growth. So far so good. But as economists use the term, the result can be negative. And who's going to say it's natural? Natural growth is a term used in economics, geography, sociology and demographic research. Simply put, it is a birth rate minus mortality. The birth rate in
this context almost always refers to the annual number of births per thousand in a given population. The mortality rate is determined in the same way as the annual number of deaths per thousand population. Since the term is always defined in terms of this birth rate minus the mortality rate, natural growth is itself a factor, i.e. the rate of
net increase in fertility relative to mortality. It is also the ratio when the birth rate in the specified period is the numerator and the mortality rate in the same period is a denominator. The term is often referred to under the acronym RNI (Rate of Natural Increase). Note also that the RNI rate can be negative if the population is in decline, i.e. it
is actually a rate of natural decline. What is natural? How the increase in population has acquired natural qualifications is information lost over time, but probably originated with Malthus, an early economist who first suggested mathematics based on the theory of population growth in his essay on the principle of population (1798). Basing
his findings on his plant studies, Malthus suggested alarming natural population growth rates, suggesting that the human population has increased exponentially - meaning they double and double indefinitely - as opposed to food growth. The difference between these two growth rates, as Malthus suggested, will inevitably end in a
catastrophe, a future in which the population will starve to death. To avoid avoiding Disaster, Malthus offered moral restraint, that is, people get married at the end of life, and only when they clearly have the economic resources to support the family. Malthus's study of natural population growth is a welcome study of a subject that has
never been systematically studied before. The population essay remains a valuable historical document. It turns out, however, that his conclusions were somewhere between not quite right, and completely wrong. He predicted that within 200 years of his work the world's population would increase to about 256 billion, but that the increase
in food supplies would support only nine billion. But in the year 2000, the world's population was only just over six billion. A large proportion of this population was malnourished and hunger remained an important global problem, but the level of hunger never came close to the significant 96 per cent famine proposed by Malthus. His
findings were not entirely correct in the sense that the natural growth Malthus suggested could exist and could actually exist in the absence of factors that he did not take into account, the most significant of these is a phenomenon studied shortly after Darwin, which noted that the population is in competition with each other - there is a
struggle for survival going on everywhere in the natural world (of which we are part of) and missing Survive only the most adapted.  Survive.  combining like terms imagine math answers
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